
When studying the work of Maurice Scheltens and Lies-
beth Abbenes, their gesammt portfolio of photographic 
works, Maurice’s earlier photographs and Liesbeth’s 
tapestries, as one would do before meeting them for an 
interview, you could be tempted to get some preconceived 
notions about this Dutch couple and their very Dutch 
home. One might speculate about a Piet Mondrian-like 
architecture with a Jan de Cock meets Dan graham-
like interior composed of meticulously, harmoniously yet 
disorientingly arranged common and uncommon objects. 
Fascinating, if not a bit pretentious for a home. Fun yes, 
potentially practical for sure, but not very comfortable.

Their work didn’t evoke such unheimisch ideas in my mind 
because, luckily, i know them better then that. But it has 
been a while, a decade or so at least, since i had the pleas-
ure of working with Maurice, getting my hands on one of 
the photographs we collaborated on at a ‘Dead Darlings’ 
auction, meeting Liesbeth, marvelling about their firstborn 
and generally having some good laughs and drinks at one 
of the many gallery openings. Also, they crossed the river. 
They moved from the cosy centre of Amsterdam where 
we all knew each other to a culturally barren, Brooklyn-
like borough of Amsterdam, north of the iJ. Long before 
everyone else did. it was a brave move and it turned out 
pretty all right, in the end.
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In the warm-hearted hustle of our reunion 
I can’t refuse a proudly-whipped-up cappuccino 
from a very large and shiny coffee machine in 
the ‘one table pizzeria’ kitchen, even though 
I am usually quite open about my lactose intoler-
ance. Briefly self-conscious about the overruling 
power of their enthusiasm, I decide to indulge 
the creamy cuppa whilst quickly installing my 
over-achieving Edirol R09 HR recording device.

So here we are in ‘Amsterdam-north’. For the 
recap, why did you move here? 
Maurice: You know where we used to live, to-
gether with our friends Henk and Jetske, in 
the apartment above Liesbeth’s mum. Lucy was 
already born. We were looking for more space 
and a garden, like everyone else with kids. So 
the four of us started checking out Amsterdam-
north. Most of the nicer parts were still too 
expensive for us but we kept looking, driving 
around. There are some nice old stretches like 
the zones around the former dikes, but this is 
not a connected system. This street for exam-
ple, is really nice and social, like an old village, 
but then there is this ugly flat towering over the 
traditional stand-alone houses across the street 
and once you turn around the corner, you’re 
in a slum of sorts. [Maurice pulls out a laptop 
with a selection of prepared photos] Look, this 
was the house back in 2007.
Liesbeth: it had been up for sale for a really 
long time. We went on holidays that summer 
and when we got back the house was still for 
sale and it was still in our minds. it kept pulling 
at us because we loved the way it is positioned 
in the street – very monumental on this corner.

Amsterdam-north is a real a diamond in the 
rough with all its industrial areas and former 
shipping industry sites that have drawn so 
much of the city’s creative industry up north 
in the past decade. And now with the recently 
opened film museum eYe, with its landmark 
architecture making a long nose to the city from 
across the river... in hindsight it was a predict-
able growth scenario for Amsterdam, wasn’t it?
Liesbeth: When we moved here, this was really 
not the place to be. 
Maurice: Around that same time, MTV decided 
to settle here as well and they commanded 
the local authorities to make the pedestrian 
and bicycle ferry to this part of north go much 
more often. 
Liesbeth: And then came the rest: a HeMA 
warehouse, nice restaurants and big flea mar-

kets. it’s still all coming our way. The idea of 
Amsterdam-north being a bit backward, that’s 
over now.
Maurice: in this street it is all people like us 
who have moved here from the city, looking for 
more space and a garden, yet affordable. Jaap 
Scheeren, the photographer for this interview, 
lives here...
Liesbeth: The population is a very funny mix. 
We have a tap dancer living next door, musi-
cians, a children’s television producer, young 
communication artists, the lot. And then there 
are the born and raised northerners. We have 
a lot of street parties here, especially in the 
summer, and sometimes it is a bit of an ex-
periment how it will work out with the locals. 
We invaded their territory after all, although 
almost everyone has been on their toes about 
it, making a real effort to integrate, so they 
really should not complain.

it must have been like moving to a small vil-
lage?
Maurice: This used to be a little shopping street. 
When we came here, there was still a little store 
across the street that had something like four 
watches left in its bleached-out shop window, 
for example. Our house used to be the tobac-
conist where you would get your cigarettes and 
stamps and such. The front door in the corner 
used to be the store entrance. We got it for a 
really sweet price. The whole place cost less 
than what we got from selling our apartment 
in the city, but we knew it was going to need 
a lot of work. it even needed new poles in the 
ground because the house was sagging. We 
put up this tall hedgerow between the street 
and the house and together with friends we 
started doing some preliminary work like tear-
ing down walls before the builders would come 
in. it was crazy. We would tear down one wall 
and behind it there was another wall with ex-
actly the same wallpaper on it. 
Liesbeth: it looked like some sort of décor, quite 
neatly done in fact. it was hilarious.
Maurice: There were also beautiful surprises, 
like Jugendstil-ish murals hidden behind the 
plaster everywhere.
Liesbeth: This used to be a poor neighbour-
hood. They re-used a lot of materials building 
these homes.
Maurice: Amsterdam-north was built for the 
working class at a time when construction 
materials were very expensive. We were soon 
to discover what that meant when we start-
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ed tearing down walls. The 
wooden beams, for instance, 
were placed a full metre apart 
instead of the usual 60 centi-
metres. 
Liesbeth: Our house was origi-
nally from 1914. We complete-
ly rebuilt it in 2009. We ended 
up tearing the whole place 
down and started from scratch. 
We had bought a worthless hole 
in the ground.

Wait a minute...
Maurice: The contractor had already 
suggested once to tear the place 
down and start from scratch, say-
ing it would be more practical and 
cheaper. initially we were insulted, 
we were like: ‘What is this? First 
you tell us this is a good house 
for us to buy and now you want 
to take it all apart?’
Liesbeth: The final blow came 
when they discovered the wood fungi, which 
was impossible to eradicate.

now i am picking up on that annoying ‘80s 
movie The Money Pit, with the young Tom 
Hanks. Weren’t you going down financially?
Maurice: That year? Totally! One day i just got 
home and my publisher called, announcing 
that he was forced to stop all activities due 
to bankruptcy. i had just launched my book, 
which i co-financed myself. All the copies were 
gone. next thing we know our agent took off 
with a year’s turnover, of both of us! At one 
point i remember i broke down crying in my 
car, wrecking the dashboard. What’s next?
Liesbeth: And my mother was dying of cancer; 
she was only barely alive at that time. Our son 
Anner was born, that was a positive thing of 
course, but given the whole perspective, it was 
all a bit much really.
Maurice: Liesbeth’s mother was really sup-
portive. She was an artist and she was always 
doing houses herself. We knew she was not 
going to be around to see the end result so 
we quickly built this little ceremonial wall so 
she could lay the first brick, together with our 
eldest Lucie. She used to spend so much time 
with her grandmother.
Liesbeth: Any other parent would have said: 
‘Don’t do it, this is going to be a disaster’. But 
she had the fantasy. She could see it. The brick-

laying ceremony was also a bit 
of a farewell momentum. 

On the ‘first brick’ it says Lu-
cie got your name, Liesbeth 
Abbenes. 
Liesbeth: We just always 
thought it a bit strange that all 
children should get their fa-

ther’s name so we made a deal; if 
it’s a girl she gets my name, and a 
son will get Maurice’s family name.

In spite of the unexpected drama 
of their story, there’s a constant 
down-to-earthiness as well as a 
great sense of humour in the way 
Maurice and Liesbeth recall their 
life together. Next question: How 

on earth did they do it?

Maurice: We quickly had this 
kitchen annex fixed and that’s 
where we lived for three sea-

sons. That was fun. There was a little shower 
in the corner and the Christmas tree was set up 
outside in front of the kitchen window. Then, 
when they finally started building, there were 
all these decisions to be made whilst we were 
pretty much out of money. But our work was go-
ing just fine so we decided not to say a word to 
the contractor. it was hardcore but there was no 
way back. You know how people say, wait until 
you build a house together... we were lucky to be 
used to working together so intensely, so doing 
this house together was actually pretty awesome.
Liesbeth: it really made us hang on to each 
other. everything else was gone after all. Luck-
ily we got one great job after another, which 
we took on with both hands.

So you decided to build an exact replica of the 
original house?
Maurice: Yes, that was the quickest route, be-
cause you don’t need permits. We did make the 
house a metre higher and we let the floor sink 
a bit for more extra height. We made a project 
out of sourcing the right bricks and designing 
the brick decorations that are traditional for 
this area.
Liesbeth: There was this crazy scene at the brick 
shop where we were browsing. The salesman 
was telling us that bricks were in fact ‘a piece 
of emotion that we would be buying’.
Maurice: We turned around and just left.

Above: An old photo of the house 
circa 1960. Below: A painful moment: 

They started with the characteristic 
front corner of the old tobacco shop... 
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Liesbeth: There is a lot of emotion that went 
into this house, but it sure wasn’t the bricks. 
We eventually found a plain and simple brick. 
This area is not at all posh with things like fancy 
bricks after all.

What fascinates me of course is the parallel 
between your work and the way you did this 
house together with the contractor and his team. 
Maurice: The construction workers got really 
enthusiastic when they noticed we were inter-
ested and involved in every little detail.
Liesbeth: it made them feel recognised for the 
artisans they are.
Maurice: The plumbers even insisted on deliv-

ering some special vintage-style work on the 
pipes. They loved it.

When exactly did you start working together? 
i know Maurice from the time he worked solo, 
and Liesbeth, you were an artist making tap-
estries at the time. 
Liesbeth: We got together in 2000, as a couple. 
Maurice: And we started working together 
when i got an assignment for Habitat in Paris. 
Lies was working on a project with huts, which 
fit perfectly with the Habitat idea so we de-
cided to collaborate and attach a weekend in 
Paris whilst we were at it.

Habitat, huts, the homes. I’m beginning to see 
a story line. Maurice and Liesbeth point out the 
large photo print of a shelter by their friend 
Henk Wildschut next to the fireplace. In fact, 
the house is loaded with paintings and photo-
graphs by artist relatives and friends like Vivi-
ane Sassen, Elspeth Diederix, Ari Versluis and 
Ellie Uyttenbroek, Scholten and Baijings. Nearly 
all inherited or bartered, like most of the Vitra 
furniture, or simply echoing jobs done like the 
piles of [empty] orange Hermès boxes.

Maurice: Liesbeth was handcrafting tapestry 
artworks: the same kind of millimetre work l 
was doing.

Liesbeth: The endless patience, just like in 
still life photography; this is something that 
appeals to both of us. That way of working, 
making decisions in the middle of the proc-
ess, it’s never a pre-set plan with a perfectly 
solid concept, we search for that in the making. 
While doing and building, we find the answers, 
just like with this house.
Maurice: At one point i was a bit overworked 
and Lies really came to the rescue on a few 
jobs, like the one for Colette.
Liesbeth: Photography has much more of a 
deadline dynamic; it always has to be done 
yesterday.
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And you have managed all this with two small 
kids. You seem so relaxed about it all.
Liesbeth: Oh, it takes a high level of organisa-
tion, again real millimetre work sometimes. 
Like last weekend when we went to Paris. 
We’re on the jury for Hyères, for the fashion – 
what do you think of that? Anyhow we got back 
with the Thalys, took a taxi home, then drove to 
Maurice’s parents, arrived there after midnight, 
then got up at six to drive home because Lucie 
has to be at school on time. We will not make 
an exception. 
Maurice: Wednesday is our day off. At one 
point, because of Lucie’s schedule we got into 
that habit and it really agreed with us. We work 
really hard, but Wednesday is ours. Okay, next 
week we’re doing a job for Louis Vuitton and 
there will be a whole delegation from Paris 
so we’ll be working on ‘our’ Wednesday. But 
normally we like to use a day off to regain 
some distance from all the deadlines.
Liesbeth: it helps us to get to better solutions. 
When we get back to the studio, things are 
often immediately clear: this is how we should 
do it! And all that working until late at night, 
that is not functional at all. Your brain just slows 
down.
Maurice: At a quarter to six our lights go out; 
we have to go and pick up the kids. That’s 
something else that our agent explains be-
forehand to our clients, for instance. And 
most of the time they are full of praise, until 
a quarter to six when we actually do stop. 
Then they are like: ‘Oh wow, you are actually 
doing it!’ The thing is, nothing brilliant will 
happen if you go on after six, and we run a 
tight operation, so we have always managed 
to pull this off so far.

You are hardcore, in the most agreeable way, 
by the way. But why would you want to sell off 
this lovely home to start all over again on the 
next project?
Maurice: We’ve got our minds set on two gi-
ant potato barns, 500 square metres each, 
and a huge garden around it, just two blocks 
away from here. We’ll do this together with our 
friends nils and Sara, who have three children. 
it will be home and studio in one, and we can 
have a nanny for the kids. We are getting two 
caravans to live in and then we’ll start building. 
it’s going to be huge!
Liesbeth: i guess we’ll be building in a year 
or so.
Maurice: in a year it will be finished!
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Maurice: Lies was already working a lot with 
textiles and i was doing a lot of stills with ac-
cessories for fashion magazines, so working 
together opened up new doors, such as to us-
ing garments, for example.

i remember vividly how Maurice would say: ‘i 
don’t mind doing fashion but i refuse to use 
models’. 
Maurice: True. i guess i am a bit of a control 
freak. We both are. When we make photo-
graphs together, they will never be right the 
first time around. That can never happen. We 
will always want to work on it for the rest of the 
day to make sure everything is perfect.
Liesbeth: Working with a model also implies 
having to deal with someone on a personal 
level to get what you want. That is a completely 
different process.

A body is also very organic and alive; there’s 
only so much you can do to it. 
Liesbeth: it’s very explicit as well. We always 
look for a certain level of abstraction in our 
work.
Maurice: On top of that, we find it increasingly 
important to have as few people present on 
the set as possible. everyone who is present 
will influence the end result in one way or an-
other. it’s not that we don’t respect and ap-
preciate other people’s ideas —everyone has 
good ideas— we just want to keep the idea for 
the photograph as pure as possible. even our 
assistant Femke is never present on the set. 
She’s really great. She’s always upstairs in our 
studio in the city, doing everything and looking 
after the client whilst we are shooting in the 
downstairs section.
Liesbeth: Maurice and i feel completely free 
together. We don’t have to make an effort to 
create a nice atmosphere. Sometimes we don’t 
talk for hours. A nice mood is not at all neces-
sary to make something good.
Maurice: it’s like a game of chess almost; we 
are very focussed when we work. Our agent 
informs our clients about this beforehand. Just 
the other day we were talking to Hermès. We 
will do another project with them soon, and 
they mentioned it themselves: ‘We know that 
you don’t like people coming over to the stu-
dio, right?’ They respect it because we can ex-
plain it to them. Of course, they are more than 
welcome to come over. We made the upstairs 
section of our studio especially nice with a big 
table where clients can work.
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